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GUEST CARD
The guest card of the Tourist-Information Oberau-
dorf and the Kaiser-Reich-Information Kiefersfelden 
offers you many advantages at activities and service 
providers in the region. 

Just ask your host about it when you register.  
A list of the free or discounted services you can take advantage of is available at the tourist information offices.

adVenture & leisure
in summer
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>> erlebnisberg  
oberaudorf HocHeck

DISC-GOLF 
Like with playing golf it is your goal, to hole with as little attempts 
as possible. Instead of a golf club here you just swing your arm and 
throw a special frisbee which has to end up in a positioned basket.

FREE-FALL RUTSCHE
Slide down Germany‘s highest free-fall dry slide with a gyro. Directly 
from the landing platform of Oberaudorf you whiz down over 24 m 
with a felt slide bag in steep curves to the valley station.

GOLDWASCHANLAGE
At the gold panning station you can wash beautiful gemstones 
or small cat‘s gold nuggets. A highlight for big and small treasure 
hunters. The sandbags with different fillings can be purchased at the 
valley station and the mountain station or at Berggasthof Hocheck.

OBERAUDORFER FLIEGER
Glide on a steel cable from the Oberaudorf-Hocheck adventure 
mountain over the meadows down to the village. The beautiful 
alpine panorama is always in view. The adventure begins at the 
middle station at Hocheck. To that and to the launch tower you can 
get either on foot or comfortably with the 4-seater chairlift.

SPIEL- AND SAGENWEG
Hike with your children together with the “Brünnsteinzwergerl” on 
the game and legend trail. In 7 story books those dwarfs tell you 
legends from here. There are also various play stations along the 
way. Cool refreshments at the mountain inn or at Wenger Stadl. 

SESSELBAHN & SOMMERRODELBAHN
The 4-seater chairlift takes you comfortably from Oberaudorf to the 
starting point of the summer toboggan run at the middle station. 
1100 meters of pure fun and the worlds first 360-degree super gyro.

Carl-Hagen-Straße 7, 83080 Oberaudorf,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8033 30350, www.hocheck.com 
www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de
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>> playgrounds

83088 Kiefersfelden
at the Naturpark Kohlstatt, 

Sportplatzstraße
at the Ortsteil Schöffau,  

Sudetenlandstraße
at the Bahnhof, Bahnhofstraße 

Mühlbach, Kölnerweg

83080 Oberaudorf
at the Sportplatz, Sportplatzstr. 24
at the Berggasthof Hocheck, Eck 5 
at the Talstation Hocheck, Carl-Hagen-Str. 7
at the Luegsteinsee, Seestr. 5
at the Auerbach, Talweg
at the Kurpark, Bad-Trissl-Str. 4

>> innfäHre kiefersfelden- 
ebbs / eicHelwang

 Ferry service mostly from Mai 1 to mid-october. No ferry service at 
continuous rainfall and low-water. You can also bring your bicycles 
at the ferry.

 Innstraße 65, 83088 Kiefersfelden,  
www.tourismus-kiefersfelden.de

 >> oberaudorfer sportlerweg
 On the 10 km long circular trail in and around Oberaudorf you 

can catch up on over 20 selected athletes. The panels consist of 
a picture of the life-size athletes and an information panel on the 
respective and their greatest successes. Be curious which athlete 
you will meet on the way. The start of the circular trail is at the 
valley station of the adventure mountain Hocheck.

 Oberaudorf-Hocheck, Carl-Hagen-Str. 7, 83080 Oberaudorf 
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>> kieferer energiewanderweg 
 23 stations across 16 km. Adults and children discover in an 

entertaining way hydroelectric power production with energy snails, 
hidden canals, power canals, power plant turbines, weirs, a „water 
castle“ and a water playground along the river Inn and the streams 
Kieferbach and Gießenbach. In 4 sections also walkable individually. 

 www.energiewanderweg.de
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>> raritätenzoo ebbs
 In the zoo there are over 500 animals from about 70 different 

animal species from all over the world. From kangaroos to  
flamingos and a wolf to lemurs, the animals can be observed up 
close.  
The zoo is a popular destination for the whole family.

 Kruckweg, A-6341 Ebbs, Tel. +43 (0) 664 4553630,  
www.raritaetenzoo.at

>> foHlenHof ebbs
 The horse farm in Ebbs is a must-see for all horse lovers. The  

Haflingers of this stud farm are world famous. The breeding has so 
far won all exhibitions worldwide and all over europe. Children from 
the age of 4 can gain their first riding experiences or simply admire 
the beautiful horses of the breed.

 Schloßallee 27, A-6341 Ebbs, Tel +43 (0) 5373 42210,  
www.haflinger-tirol.com
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>> ponyreitHof  
st. margaretHen

 Whether young or old, advanced or beginner, at the
 pony riding stable St. Margarethen horse fans are quite welcome.  

25 horses are waiting to go for a ride with you. Depending on your 
level, you can either ride in the riding arena, in the indoor arena or 
explore the surrounding nature on a ride.

 Gembachau 5, 83098 Brannenburg, Tel. +49 (0) 8034 2909,  
www.ponyreithof.de

 
>> wildpark wildbicHl
 Get to know our local wildlife in a natural environment.  

Observe ibexes, deer and chamois. Feed a roe deer and get closer to 
the animals as ever before.  

 Gränzing 30, A-6342 Niederndorf,  
Tel. +43 (0) 5373 62233, www.wildbichl.com
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>> wendelstein
 With a rack railroad, a cable car or sporty on foot you can get to 

the 1838 m high Wendelstein, one of the highest destinations in 
our region. Once you have reached the top, your very own  
mountain experience awaits you: the Wendelstein cave, a hike or 
the panorama restaurant.

 Rack railroad valley station: Sudelfeldstr. 106, 83098 Brannenburg
 Cable car valley station: Osterhofen 90, 83735 Bayrischzell,
 Tel. +49 (0) 8034 3080, www.wendelsteinbahn.de

 
>> kletterHalle wörgl
        In just under 20 minutes you can reach the climbing hall in Wörgl. 

200 indoor and outdoor routes with difficulty levels from 3 to 10 
bring fun to all climbing fans. A large bouldering area, as well as a 
children‘s and play area are also waiting for you.

 Salzburgerstrasse 33, A-6300 Wörgl,  Tel +43 (0) 5332 71567, 
www.kletterhalle-woergl.at

>> riedel glas kufstein 
 The company Riedel Glas has a long tradition in Kufstein. In the 

production halls you can look over the shoulder of the glassblowers 
and see how a Riedel glass is made. The multimedia show „SINN-
fonie“ will lead you into the world of glass and the senses. The 
beautiful glass products in the store are perfect souvenirs.

 Weissachstr. 28, A-6330 Kufstein, Tel. +43 (0) 5372 64896901,  
www.riedel.com

>> festung kufstein
 Follow in the footsteps of Emperor Maximilian as well as Hans 

Pienzenau and learn something about the historical events in the 
Tyrolean lowlands. During a guided tour of the fortress grounds  
immerse yourself in the old Kufstein and the past of Tyrol.  
A highlight every day is a concert of the „Heldenorgel“, the  
worlds largest open-air organ. 

 Festung 2, A- 6330 Kufstein, Tel. +43 (0) 5372 66525,  
www.festung.kufstein.at
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>> cHiemsee
 Lake Chiemsee is the largest lake 

in Bavaria and is therefore called 
the Bavarian sea. You can explore 
the lake on land, for example, 
thanks to the many hiking and 
bike paths. A popular alternative 
is to combine an excursion with 
the Chiemsee boat trip. So you 
can comfortably visit both the 
Fraueninsel as well as the Herreninsel with the famous castle Herrenchiemsee of king Ludwig II. of  
Bavaria. The magnificent palace was built in 1873 and was modelled on the palace of Versailles. 
Framed by a beautiful garden and fountains, you will find many highlights inside, such as the mirrored 
gallery, the paradise bedroom or the grand staircase. 

 Schloss Herrenchiemsee & Fraueninsel, Tel. +49 (0) 8051 68870, www.herrenchiemsee.de  
www.herrenchiemsee.de www.chiemsee-schifffahrt.de www.chiemsee-schifffahrt.de

>> ausstellungszentrum  
rosenHeim lokscHuppen

 Every year, the Exhibition center Lokschuppen in Rosen-
heim hosts large exhibitions on topics such as „Deep 
Sea“, „Pharaoh“ or „Alexander the Great“. On an area 
of over 1500 square meters you can marvel at the diffe-
rent exhibits and dive into another world. 

 Rathausstr. 24, 83022 Rosenheim, www.lokschuppen.de VKR. Foto: Müller

>> rosenHeim cops  
guided city tours

 If you are a fan of the cult series „Rosenheim Cops“ on TV Chan-
nel ZDF, this guided tour is not to be missed. Here you will get to 
know the city Rosenheim in a different way. You will follow in the 
footsteps of inspector Korbinian Hofer and visit the original film 
locations of the new and old series. 

 www.touristinfo-rosenheim.de
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>> slyrs destillerie 
 The SLYRS distillery at the Schliersee produces whisky of the finest 

quality. The purest Alpine spring water from the Schliersee Alps  
determines its unique taste. Immerse yourself in the world of 
whisky and explore the distillery on your own or with a guide. At 
the end, you will be offered a glass of the finest Bavarian whisky 
to taste.

 Bayrischzeller Str. 13, 83727 Schliersee,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8026 9222795, www.slyrs.com

>> markus wasmeier  
freilicHtmuseum scHliersee

 The open-air museum on the southern shore of Schliersee shows 
visitors an entire farm village on about 60,000 square meters. Ten 
historical buildings with several Bavarian farms show how people lived 
and worked in past centuries. Guided tours always on Sundays.

 Brunnbichl 5, 83727 Schliersee/Neuhaus,
 Tel. +49 (0) 8026 929220, www.wasmeier.de

>> scHloss HoHenascHau 
 The former castle was built in the 12th century and was regarded  

as a support base at the entrance to the upper Prien valley. Later  
noblemen expanded the stronghold to the present castle and used 
it as the administrative seat of their dominion. During a guided tour, 
you will learn about the history of the castle and the history of the 
dominion. The castle can only be visited with a guided tour from 
May to October.

 Schloßbergstraße 1, 83229 Aschau im Chiemgau,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8052 90490, www.aschau.de 

 falknerei HoHenascHau 
 Experience birds of prey up close in the falconry.  

Opening hours and flight demonstrations from April to October.  
Please check www.falknerei-burghohenaschau.de for the exact 
demonstration dates.

 Schloßbergstraße 1, 83229 Aschau im Chiemgau,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8052 951691, www.falknerei-burghohenaschau.de
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>> salzbergwerk bercHtesgaden 
 For more than 500 years, salt has been mined in the mines of Berch-

tesgaden. During a guided tour through the tunnels, you will learn 
about the craft at first hand. The mine train takes you 650 meters 
into the mountain to highlights such as the large salt cathedral, a 
raft trip across the mirror lake and the „magical salt room“.

 Bergwerkstr. 83, 83471 Berchtesgaden,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8052 60020, www.salzbergwerk.de

>> silberbergwerk scHwaz
 On a guided tour of the silver mine you will follow the traces of 

the miners at the time of the silver boom and learn about the 
importance of the city Schwaz in the Middle Ages. Equipped with 
a helmet and a protective coat you start the tour. On a mine train 
you drive deep into the mountain and discover at a fresh tempera-
ture of 12°C the huge tunnel system.

 Alte Landstr. 3a, A-6130 Schwaz,  
Tel. +43 (0) 5242 72372, www.silberbergwerk.at Silberbergwerk Schwaz

>> swaroVski kristallwelten 
 Spend a dazzling day at the Swarovski crystal worlds in Schwaz. 

Immerse yourself in the magical world of Swarovski and marvel 
at the works made of crystal by nationally and internationally 
renowned artists. A highlight for the small visitors is the large play 
tower in the garden.

 Kristallweltenstr. 1, A-6112 Wattens, Tel. +43 (0) 5224 51080,  
www.kristallwelten.swarovski.com

Swarowski Kristallwelten

>> Haus steHt kopf
 In the Tyrolean town of Terfens, you can really feel what it‘s like 

when everything literally turns upside down. A whole house is 
upside down and offers you the opportunity to see things from the 
bat‘s eye view.

 Stublerfeld 1, A-6123 Terfens,  
Tel. +43 (0) 524 221720, www.hausstehtkopf.at
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water fun,  
swimming and  

wellness
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>> kneippbecken HocHeck
 The Kneipp basin at Hocheck mountain station guarantees  

pure mountain summer.  
While you wade through the cold water, you can enjoy the view 
of the beautiful, surrounding mountains. Let your soul dangle and 
promote your own well-being on one of the wellness loungers.

 parking at Hocheck valley station  
Carl-Hagen-Str. 7, 83080 Oberaudorf

>> kneipp anlage auerbacH
 The new Kneipp facility at creek Auerbach guarantees pure nature. 

While wading through the cold water, you can listen to the chirping 
of birds and the murmur of the Auerbach. Simply let your soul dangle 
on one of the resting benches or enjoy a walk. 

 Parking lot Talweg corner Rosenheimer Straße. Follow the footpath 
downstream to the railroad bridge. Use the crossing to the other side 
of the river and follow the path upstream for a few meters. The facility 
is located on the right side of the path. 

>> auerbacH
 The creek Auerbach rises at the Wildalpjoch and meanders 

from the Sudelfeld down to the village. The clear, cold 
water from the mountains is a welcome refreshment in the 
summer, even your dog can cool off here. Also enjoy the 
snow-covered paths glistening in the winter sun and find 
peace during a walk.

 The Auerbach is located between Nieder- and Oberaudorf  
and is part of the Oberaudorf circular trail.

 
>> bicHlersee
 The idyllically situated bathing lake directly at the restaurant  

Berggasthof Bichlersee offers not only a breathtaking panorama 
but also a welcoming refreshment on warm summer days. 

 Bichlersee, Regau 2, 83080 Oberaudorf
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>> luegsteinsee
 Savour a comfortable whole family 

bathing experience at lake Lueg-
steinsee while sunbathing, or a cool 
refreshment in the water. There are 
two volleyball courts and for our little 
guests there is a large water slide. All 
year round you can go for beautiful 
strolls on the certified accessible 
hiking trail around the lake. 
Kiosk, WC available.

 Seestraße 5, 83080 Oberaudorf

 ACCESSIBLE BATHING  
AT LAKE LUEGSTEINSEE

 In summer season you will find two beach wheelchairs provided free 
of charge. These are special wheelchairs, with side-mounted floating 
cushions that allow the rider to submerge into the water up to about 
chest height. The beach wheelchair can be lowered into the water 
via a ramp with the help of an attendant. It is also ideal for people 
who have problems accessing the water.

 FREESTYLE-SCHANZE  
AT LAKE LUEGSTEINSEE

 A jump in the water from the freestyle ski jump is definitely an  
adrenaline rush, but only to watch.  
You can experience the spectacle from a safe distance and maybe 
you can watch the training on Saturdays in the summer.  
Kiosk and WC available. info@wsvoberaudorf.de

>> niederaudorf batHing lake
 With its very cold water, the so-called lake Sillei in Niederaudorf 

is perfect to cool down on hot days. The calm water reflects the 
beautiful scenery and invites you to dive in.

 Bathing lake Niederaudorf, Husarenweg, 83080 Oberaudorf 
(Parking lot at the end of the lake)

ACCESSIBLE 

HIKING TRAIL 

AROUND LAKE 

LUEGSTEINSEE
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>> rafting & canyoning 
 Get an absolute adrenaline kick. Plunge into the clear waters 

of the gorge Giessenbachklamm while rafting or canyoning 
in beautiful nature. Thundering waterfalls, deep gorges and 
rushing water masses are waiting for you! Experience an 
outstanding winter adventure in the snow while abseiling 
over 70 meters into the icy depths of the gorge.

 Wildwasserschule Inntal, Thierseestr. 235, 83088 Kiefersfelden,  
Tel +49 (0) 8033 3089699, www.outdooradventure.de

>> waterski and wakeboard at 
lake Hödenauer see

 A day at the water ski and wakeboard facility at Hödenauer See is 
the perfect trip for your whole family or with friends. Beginners can 
get their first experience on the Little BRO beginner lift, while more 
experienced riders can have fun on the big cable.

 Guggenauerweg 1, 83088 Kiefersfelden,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8033 6648, www.wakeboard-kiefersfelden.de

>> innsola
 Leisure pool with hot water outdoor pool (summer and winter), 

panoramic swimming hall, children‘s pool and spacious rest area, 
as well as sauna and solarium. For current information on opening 
hours please refer to the website.

 Rathausplatz 5, 83088 Kiefersfelden, 
Tel. +49 (0) 8033 976530, www.innsola.de

         

>> waterfalls at tatzlwurm
 Over two rock steps the water of the Tatzelwurm waterfalls rushes  

95 meters into the depth. From a bridge you can watch the fascina-
ting natural spectacle.  
Especially on warm summer days it is pleasantly cool there.

 parking:  „Waldparkplatz Tatzelwurm“, 83080 Oberaudorf
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>> kieferbacH
 The creek invites you to take a walk on its mostly  

shady paths. It leads through the whole village from 
its mouth in the river Inn to the confluence of the 
creek Giessenbach with its wild romantic gorge.  
The water pools invite you to swim and splash  
around.  
In winter you may take a peek on the common  
kingfisher. 

>> HecHtsee
 The Tyrolean lake is located in a beautiful forest near the Ba-

varian border and is an all year pleasure. The large swimming 
area offers many things like volleyball courts, playgrounds, a 
stand-up paddle rental and many more. Also enjoy a stroll in fresh 
snow in winter from Kiefersfelden via Hechtseeweg - Sonneck or 
from the parking lot Thierseestraße via stairs (may be icy!)

         Hechtsee 8a, A-6330 Kufstein or  
Thiersseestraße, 83088 Kiefersfelden

>> kieferer see
 The bathing lake with a magnificent view of the mountain „Zahmer 

Kaiser“ is easy to reach by car and offers enough parking spaces.  
On the cozy lawn around the lake you will find many shady spots to 
relax even on very hot days.

 Lohweg 44, 83088 Kiefersfelden

>> kreutsee 
 The cozy lake with excellent water quality is located  

idyllicly between Oberaudorf and Kiefersfelden. Here you can relax, 
go for a walk or spend a mild evening with a snack.

 Guggenauerweg, 83088 Kiefersfelden 
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>> tHerme bad aibling
 On approx. 10,000 square meters you can linger pleasantly in the 

thermical spa Bad Aibling. Divided into domes it offers indoor and 
outdoor pools, great gastronomy, a relaxation dome and a newly 
designed very large sauna area with a floating sauna.

 Lindenstr. 32, 83043 Bad Aibling, Tel. +49 (0) 8061 9066200,  
www.therme-bad-aibling.de

© Therme Bad Aibling

>> Hallo du
 The „Funarena“ at Hallo Du guarantees lots of fun in summer for 

young and old. Large outdoor area with sports, adventure and 
children‘s pools, slides, beach volleyball courts and a playground. 
In the large sauna world, steam baths and relaxation rooms you 
can relax or you can try your luck at one of the fully automated 
bowling alleys. In winter you can skate on the covered ice rink.

 Giessenweg 20, A-6341 Ebbs, Tel. +43 (0) 5373 42202800,  
www.hallodu.at

>> Hexenwasser
 After the ride on the gondola, a true play paradise awaits your little 

ones. Water is the main focus here, making it a perfect summertime 
destination. In addition to water slides, -sound bowls, -tracks and 
much more, there is crafting, bread baking and many new things 
can be learned by playing. Only in summer!

 Berg- & Skilift Hochsöll, Stampfanger 21 A-6306 Söll,  
Tel. +43 (0) 5333 5260, www.hexenwasser.at

© Hexenwasser
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art, culture  
& History
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>> kreuzweg at florianiberg
 Ways of Sorrows were already recorded on mound Florianiberg  

in 1729 and 1790. In 1710 a chapel was built on it.  
The official Way of the Sorrows includes 14 stations.  
You can obtain a detailed information flyer at  
Tourist Information Oberaudorf.

 Florianibergstr., 83080 Oberaudorf 

>> barockmuseum 
gemäldegalerie

 The museum and art gallery shows you the whole range of the 
european baroque in the period from the 15th to the 18th century. 

 Kufsteiner Str. 14, 83080 Oberaudorf, Tel +49 (0) 8033 9799940

 
>> benediktsäule
 The column is the work of Joseph Michael Neustifter. It is part of 

a project of the artist, in which 12 columns all over europe tell of 
god‘s history with mankind. The images of this column reflect the 
history of piety and the place and they are adapted to the location 
on the water. 

 Kurpark Oberaudorf, Bad-Trissl-Str. 4, 83080 Oberaudorf,  
more details: www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de

>> audorfer museum im  
burgtor

 The museum in the historic castle gate tells you a lot about the  
history of Oberaudorf and the development of the area and it  
inspires with great exhibits and historical insights.  
Open only from may to october.

 Am Burgtor 2, 83080 Oberaudorf, Tel +49 (0) 8033 30120,  
www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de



 
>> blaaHaus, a different museum
 The museum Blaahaus in Kiefersfelden brings you closer to the 

development of the village Kiefersfelden. You will learn everything 
about the local history, our culture, industrialization and tourism. In 
addition, the museum also regularly shows special exhibitions on 
regional topics. 

 Blaahausstr., 83088 Kiefersfelden, Tel +49 (0) 8033 976527,  
www.tourismus-kiefersfelden.de

>> meditationsweg
 In and around the protestant „Evangelische Auferstehungskirche 

Oberaudorf“ 14 text panels by Peter Bartsch invite you to look, 
think and reflect on the path of meditation. A map shows you the 
way to all stations. The benches in and around the church invite you 
to linger. 

 Bad-Trißl-Str. 33, 83080 Oberaudorf 
www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de

>> ruine auerburg 
 The remains of the walls of the former, mighty castle Auerburg are 

located above the village on the mound Schlossberg. They take you 
back to times gone by. The castle was first mentioned in 1329 and 
served as an important strategic point for the Bavarians in the valley 
of the river Inn. The Oberaudorf circular route passes by here.

 Parking: Florianiberg, Florianibergstraße, 83080 Oberaudorf

>> standkonzerte
 From may to september open air concerts of the music bands in 

Niederaudorf, Oberaudorf, Mühlbach and Kiefersfelden take place 
on several days weekly. Dates, places and times can be found in the 
calendar of events.

20
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>> kieferer krippenweg
 From second sunday in Advent to Epiphany you can view  

about 50 nativity scenes along the route Dorfstraße and  
Kufsteiner Straße in Kiefersfelden. 
 
More details at www.tourismus-kiefersfelden.de

>> kieferer puppentHeater 
 The puppet theater has been inspiring young and old  

for over 30 years. The show encourages to participate and everyone 
can have a say in the progress of the German-speaking play.  
The imagination of your children is stimulated and a fun afternoon 
is guaranteed.

 Am Neugrund 14, 83080 Kiefersfelden, Tel +49 (0) 8033 7139, 
www.kieferer-puppentheater.de

>> VolkstHeater ritter-
scHauspiele kiefersfelden

 In Germany‘s oldest folk theater you can German-speaking  
medieval plays. On the world‘s only revolving stage from 1833 
everything is still as it used to be - there is no mechanical stage 
technology here, no amplifiers. For the latest information on event 
dates, please visit www.ritterschauspiele-kiefersfelden.de.

 Theaterweg 7, 83088 Kiefersfelden, Tel. +49 (0) 8033 976545,  
www.ritterschauspiele-kiefersfelden.de
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>> tiscHofer HöHle
 The cave Tischofer in nearby Kufstein is an important  

prehistoric site. Bones of 380 cave bears, 37,000-year-old tools 
and skeletons of humans have been found here. During the wars 
of liberation against Napoleon‘s troops, the cave served as a 
rallying point and weapons hideout for the Tyrolean riflemen. 
Ascent approx. 45 min.

 Kaiseraufstieg, A-6330 Ebbs, www.kaisertal.at, 
www.unterwelten.com

 
>> wendelsteinHöHle
 The cave on the mountain Wendelstein is the highest show cave 

in Germany. It is part of a large cave system and is considered a 
geological sensation, as it is believed to have been formed before 
the folding of the Alps.

 Rack railroad valley station: Sudelfeldstr. 106, 83098 Brannenburg
 Cable car valley station: Osterhofen 90, 83735 Bayrischzell, 

www.wendelsteinbahn.de, www.unterwelten.com

>> Hundalm eisHöHle
 The starting point for the ice cave Hundalm is in Angerberg in 

Tyrol. After approx. 2.5 hours you will reach the impressive cave. 
Guides accompany you on the 180-metre-long tour through the 
impressive cave and are available to answer all your questions. 
Ascent approx. 2.5 hours.

 Embach 128, A-6320 Angerberg, 
www.unterwelten.com

>> grafenlocH
 The Grafenloch is a remnant of a knights stronghold above 

lake Luegstein from the 10th to the 13th century. A visit to the 
cave castle will take you back to the past times. The spectacular 
location in a vertical wall is something very special and worth an 
excursion. Ascent takes about one hour.

 Luegsteinsee, Seestraße, 83080 Oberaudorf,  
www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de, www.unterwelten.com



Active in winter
winter magic. winter sports.

Ski resorts in &

around Oberaudorf

Kampenwand  

23 km

Skiwelt 

Wilder Kaiser/Brixental 

24 km

Ski resort 

Winklmoos/

Steinplatte 

40 km

Hochkössen

Action Hill 

22 km

Spitzingsee 

36 km

Skiparadies 

Sudelfeld 
16 km

Ski resort 

Hocheck

Wendelstein 

16 km

All data without guarantee

ski resorts
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>> ski resort wendelstein
 Osterhofen 90, D-83735 Bayrischzell, 

Sudelfeldstr. 106, D-83098 Brannenburg, 
Tel. +49 (0) 8034 3080, www.wendelsteinbahn.de

>> HocHeck ski- and  
bobsleigH area (floodligHts)

 A modern 4-seater chairlift takes you to the family-friendly ski 
area with several ski lifts, a fun park and a practice area. A special 
highlight is the floodlight skiing. For this, our home skiing area has 
already been awarded „Best Night Skiing Area“ several times.

  Carl-Hagen-Str. 7, D-83080 Oberaudorf, Tel. +49 (0) 8033 30350,  
Parking lot at exercise area, Schützenstraße 
www.hocheck.com

>> skiparadies sudelfeld 
witH actionworld

 The ski paradise Sudelfeld awaits you with alpine downhill fun, mainly in 
the middle, red difficulty level but also sufficient blue and black slopes. Situated between 800  
and 1,563 m, it is characterized by family-friendliness and a wide variety of slopes. The action world  
includes a professional snow park with numerous obstacles as well as a generously designed  
freeridecross with wave tracks and steep turns.

 Unteres Sudelfeld, D-83080 Oberaudorf, Tel. +49 (0) 8023 588, www.sudelfeld.de, 
Snow report +49 (0) 8023 428, www.alpenplus.com

      Bayrischzell      Oberaudorf

>> ski resort spitzingsee -  
tegernsee

 Spitzingseestr. 12, D-83727 Schliersee-Spitzingsee,  
Tel. +49 (0) 8026 9292230, 
www.alpenbahnen-spitzingsee.de, www.alpenplus.com
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>> ski resort winklmoosalm /  
steinplatte

 Seegatterl 4, 83242 Reit, Tel. +49 (0) 8640 8986, 
Alpegg 10, A-6384 Waidring, Tel. +43 (0) 5353 53300, 
www.winklmoosalm.de, www.steinplatte.co.at

>> ski resort HocHkössen  
action Hill

 Thurnbichl 47, A-6345 Kössen, Tel. +43 (0) 5375 6226,  
www.bergbahnen-koessen.at

>> skiwelt wilder kaiser - 
brixental

 Parking lot Söll, A-6306 Söll, Tel. +43 (0) 5333 400, www.skiwelt.at

>> ski resort kampenwand
 An der Bergbahn 8, D-83229 Aschau im Chiemgau,  

Tel. +49 (0) 8052 4411, www.kampenwand.de, 
Snow report +49 (0) 8052 9064420
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cross-country  
skiing trails

 Out in nature on cross-country skis.

 In our idyllic landscape and in the high valley Mühlau it is a pleasure to glide classically or skate on 
the cross-country trails already in the morning sun. Take a deep breath of the fresh winter air and 
enjoy the wonderful views of the snow-covered mountains.  
 
For cross-country skiing you can enter the trails directly in Oberaudorf and glide or skate all the  
way to Niederaudorf. There are several routes with different lengths at your disposal - of course free 
of charge. 

DETAILED  

TRAIL MAPS IN  

THE TOURIST 

INFORMATION 

AVAILABLE
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toboggan run

>> toboggan run HocHeck
 Reliable tobogganing fun on Hocheck adventure mountain. 

The track is specially designed for tobogganing and sledding and is 
the only TÜV-certified winter toboggan run in Germany. You reach 
the entrance on a separate path far away from the slope and are 
therefore safe on your way. You are also welcome to simply take 
the 4-seater chairlift to the top. The almost 3-kilometer-long track 
promises a lot of fun and socializing for the whole family due to 
a steady downhill slope. Before you sled down to the valley, you 
can stop off at the Berggasthof Hocheck, the Wenger-Stadl or the 
Hirsch-Alm. A special highlight is the floodlight skiing and tobogga-
ning with lift operation on certain days. The winter toboggan run is 
even illuminated daily in the evening. Toboggans can be rented at 
the valley station.

 Starting point & parking:  
Parking lot Bergbahn Hocheck,  
Carl-Hagen-Straße 7, 83080 Oberaudorf

 Tel. +49 (0) 8033 30350, www.hocheck.com
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>> natural toboggan run 
brünnstein

 Whiz down into the valley on your sledge from the Brünnstein. 
With a length of approx. 5.2 kilometers, the idyllic natural toboggan 
run on our local mountain, the Brünnstein, is one of the longest 
toboggan runs in Germany. The two-and-a-half-hour climb is steep 
in places, but the view rewards your effort throughout. Once you 
reach the top, you can take a breather and enjoy a snack at the 
Brünnsteinhaus before heading down to the valley in a dreamlike 
landscape. Unfortunately, the wonderful natural toboggan run is 
only suitable for children to a limited extent due to the degree of 
difficulty and the unsecured edge of the track and is completely 
unsuitable for smaller children.  
Please inquire in advance about the opening hours of the  
Brünnsteinhaus: www.bruennsteinhaus.de

 Starting point & parking: Parking lot Mühlau, Mühlauer Straße  
83088 Kiefersfelden, Ascent about 2.5 hours

 Tel: +49 (0) 8033 1431
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>> erlebnisberg  
oberaudorf HocHeck

 Carl-Hagen-Straße 7, 83080 Oberaudorf
 Tel. +49 (0) 8033 30350
 www.hocheck.com

>> HocHriesbaHn samerberg
 Hochriesstraße 80, 83122 Samerberg-Grainbach
 Tel. +49 (0) 8032 9755-0
 www.hochriesbahn.de

 Operation only during the summer.

>> kampenwandbaHn 
 An der Bergbahn 8, 83229 Aschau im Chiemgau
 Tel. +49 (0) 8052 906440
 www.kampenwand.de

>> kaiserlift kufstein 
 Obere Sparchen 17, A-6330 Kufstein, 

Tel. +43 (0) 5372 6930363 
www.naturerlebnis-kaisergebirge.at

 Operation only during the summer.

>> wendelsteinbaHn 
 RACK RAILROAD
 Sudelfeldstraße 106, 83098 Brannenburg, Tel. +49 (0) 8034 3080

 CABLE CAR
 Osterhofen 90, 83735 Bayrischzell
 www.wendelsteinbahn.de
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guided Hikes

We have categorized our guided hikes into easy, medium and difficult routes. This way we would like to 
help you find a tour that suits your personal needs. In addition to dates and booking options, you can 
get detailed information on all hikes and discounts with the guest card at our tourist information office 
on site or online at www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de
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Mobile on site

Our central location in the middle of the Inn 
Valley and in close proximity to Lake Chiemsee, 
Tyrol and Salzburg is a unique advantage for 
you as our guest. From here you can enjoy 
your perfect family vacation. You can conveni-
ently leave your car parked and use the local 
Oberaudorf excursion buses in summer as well 
as shuttles to skiing areas in winter. Obtain the 
bus destinations, precise timetable information 
and the necessary contact details at the Tourist 
Information Office.

As Oberaudorf and Kiefersfelden are both 
central train stops, you can easily reach the 
surrounding cultural cities such as Rosenheim, 
Munich, Kufstein, Innsbruck or Salzburg by 
train. Passenger trains run every hour.

e-carsHaring in oberaudorf
CO2-free mobility at last: Various vehicles can be easily rented via an app. This is offered by 
INNergie. More information about this and also about charging stations in the vicinity at  
www.tourismus-oberaudorf.de/tipps/carsharing
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Churches & 
 chapels

katH. pfarrkircHe 
„zu unserer 
lieben frau“
83080 OBERAUDORF
Oberfeldweg 2 
www.erzbistum-muenchen.de

eVang. lutH. 
aufersteHungs-
kircHe

83080 OBERAUDORF
Bad-Trißl-Str. 33
www.oberaudorf-evangelisch.de

 

dorfkircHe  
niederaudorf 
st. micHael

83080 OBERAUDORF
Dorfstraße 4
www.erzbistum-muenchen.de
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klosterkircHe 
reisacH

83080 OBERAUDORF

Klosterweg 20
www.kloster-reisach.de

bergkircHe 
wall

83080 OBERAUDORF

Tatzelwurmstraße, Wall

katH.  
pfarrkircHe 
„Heilig-kreuz“
83088 KIEFERSFELDEN

Pfarrer-Gierl-Weg 8

 

alte  
pfarrkircHe 
bergfriedHof

83088 KIEFERSFELDEN

Friedhofweg 11

eVang. lutH. 
erlöserkircHe

83088 KIEFERSFELDEN

Thierseestraße 10
www.oberaudorf-evangelisch.de

nusslberg  
kapelle

83088 KIEFERSFELDEN

Nußlberg
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Thumbs up for us!
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